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Au-hyperdoped Si, synthesized by ion implantation and pulsed laser melting, is known to exhibit a strong sub-band gap photoresponse that scales monotonically with the Au concentration. However, there is thought to be a limit to this behavior since ultrahigh Au concentrations (\(>1 \times 10^{20} \text{ cm}^{-3}\)) are expected to induce cellular breakdown during the rapid resolidification of Si, a process that is associated with significant lateral impurity precipitation. This work shows that the cellular morphology observed in Au-hyperdoped Si differs from that in conventional, steady-state cellular breakdown. In particular, Rutherford backscattering spectrometry combined with channeling and transmission electron microscopy revealed an inhomogeneous Au distribution and a subsurface network of Au-rich filaments, within which the Au impurities largely reside on substitutional positions in the crystalline Si lattice, at concentrations as high as \(\sim 3\) at. %. The measured substitutional Au dose, regardless of the presence of Au-rich filaments, correlates strongly with the sub-band gap optical absorptance. Upon subsequent thermal treatment, the supersaturated Au forms precipitates, while the Au substitutionality and the sub-band gap optical absorption both decrease. These results offer insight into a metastable filamentary regime in Au-hyperdoped Si that has important implications for Si-based infrared optoelectronics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The unparalleled technological maturity of silicon could be exploited to develop complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor-compatible optoelectronics such as near-IR photodetectors and imaging arrays [1]. These applications require the realization of a sub-band gap photoresponse in Si, as the low-attenuation wavelengths commonly used in fiber optics (up to \(\sim 1650 \text{ nm}\)) fall below its 1.12-eV band gap (\(\lambda < 1100 \text{ nm}\)). Without the need for complex heterostructures or waveguides [2,3], a promising method for achieving the sub-band gap photoresponse is to add an intermediate band (IB) within the band gap by incorporating appropriate impurities into the Si lattice [4]. This approach would allow sub-band gap photons to excite electrons from the valence band (VB) to the IB, and then from the IB to the conduction band (CB). Achieving this form of IB requires a high concentration of impurities (often beyond the thermodynamic equilibrium solubility limit) since the localized, discrete impurity levels must interact and broaden into a delocalized band [5]. The IB must also be well separated from both the CB and the VB, and be partially filled to enable electronic transitions.

The high impurity concentration required for IB formation can, in principle, be achieved by ion implantation and pulsed laser melting (PLM), a combination of methods giving rise to a nonequilibrium process known as “hyperdoping” [6]. Following PLM, the ion implanted layer regrows as a single crystal via liquid-phase epitaxy, during which the implanted impurities become incorporated into the regrown Si as a result of rapid, nonequilibrium resolidification from the melt [7–9]. To date, two classes of impurities for synthesizing hyperdoped IB Si have been investigated. Chalcogens (S, Se, and Te), when used to hyperdope Si, give rise to strong sub-band gap optical absorption [10–12], but this is not translated into high photoconductivity [13]. In fact, the IB introduced by chalcogens overlaps with the CB and becomes fully filled, resulting in an insulator-to-metal transition [13,14]. Consequently, free-carrier absorption overwhelms the sub-band gap photoresponse at room temperature unless the material is counterdoped with another impurity such that the Fermi level is lowered [15,16]. The second class of impurities for hyperdoping Si is transition metals, many of which naturally create partially filled, deep levels in the band gap [17,18]. Indeed, a room-temperature infrared photodetector based on Au-hyperdoped Si has been demonstrated [19]. Although the external quantum efficiency was low, substantial improvement in efficiency was predicted if higher Au concentrations could be incorporated.

Several factors have been predicted to limit the degree of attainable substitutional impurity concentration, but the most common one is the well-known phenomenon of cellular breakdown [20,21], which is a manifestation of the high impurity concentration in the bulk liquid that destabilizes the moving liquid-solid interface through constitutional undercooling [22,23]. As the interface roughens, impurities segregate laterally with respect to the main solidification front and form characteristic cellular features [24]. Such cell walls were shown to extend a few hundred nanometers into the solidified layer and contained laterally segregated impurities that create “channels” of a precipitate phase, bounding columns of single crystalline Si inside the cells [25,26]. For this reason, the impurity concentration at the onset of cellular breakdown was generally considered to be the upper limit for the concentration of impurities that can be incorporated into substitutional lattice sites [18,27].
A more complex microstructure following resolidification, however, was recently revealed by Akey et al. in cobalt-hyperdoped Si that exhibited the early stages of interface instability yet had not given rise to conventional cellular breakdown [28]. Instead of showing precipitate-decorated cell walls as previously reported for conventional cellular breakdown, atom probe tomography revealed a filamentary, inhomogeneous distribution of highly concentrated Co (up to ∼10 at. %) in single-phase diamond-cubic Si with a thin layer of cell-like structure at the surface, suggesting a novel compositional regime in hyperdoped Si.

In this work, we show that, in Si hyperdoped with Au by ion implantation and PLM, the supersaturated Au distribution is likewise inhomogeneous at high Au concentrations, yet the Au dopants remain highly substitutional in the Si lattice. We demonstrate that the sub-band gap absorbance in the hyperdoped layer continues to increase with increasing substitutional Au dose even after the onset of the inhomogeneous morphology containing Au-rich filaments. Furthermore, after rapid thermal annealing at temperatures beyond 400°C, the Au is found to precipitate and the enhancement in absorption diminishes correspondingly. These results provide further insight into this metastable compositional regime, in which segregated Au in the Au-rich regions exhibits significant substitutionality and corresponding optical activity.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample preparation

Samples were prepared by implanting Au+ ions with a range of implant energies (50–300 keV) into (100) oriented n-type Si wafers (double-side polished, phosphorus doped, resistivity 1–10 Ω cm) at liquid nitrogen temperature in vacuum for ion doses ranging from 3 × 1014 to 8 × 1015 cm−2. Au implantation was performed at 7° to the surface normal to avoid ion channeling effects. All samples, except those implanted at 50 keV, were subsequently melted, in air, by a single laser pulse from a Nd:YAG laser operating at 355 nm with a pulse duration of 5 ns FWHM, at laser fluences ranging from 0.7 to 1.0 J cm−2. Samples implanted at 50 keV were melted in air by a single laser pulse from a XeCl laser operating at 308 nm, with a pulse duration of 25 ns FWHM and a laser fluence of 1.7 J cm−2. At these laser fluences, the Au-rich amorphous layer resolidifies via liquid-phase epitaxy. In situ time-resolved reflectivity (TRR) measurements during PLM show that the melt duration ranged from 35 to 55 ns.

For the thermal stability analysis, samples implanted with 300-keV 6 × 1015 cm−2 Au and subjected to PLM were subsequently annealed using a Jipelec rapid thermal annealing (RTA) furnace, at nominal temperatures ranging from 400°C to 750°C for 3 min in a flowing Ar ambient. One sample was annealed at 750°C for 10 min. We note that the actual temperatures reached may be up to 100°C lower than the nominal temperature as a result of difficulties with temperature measurement in the RTA system at that time, but this does not affect the results presented below since no quantitative analysis is attempted.

B. Characterization

Rutherford backscattering spectrometry combined with ion channeling (RBS/C) was carried out on all samples using a 2.0-MeV He+ beam at the Australian National University (ANU). A glancing exit angle of 12° was used to achieve the desired depth resolution. To calculate Au substitutionality, RBS spectra were obtained for the laser-melted samples from both the (100) axial channel direction and a random direction. As-implanted regions were also analyzed.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM) were used to characterize the surface and subsurface morphology of the hyperdoped layers, respectively. The SEM used was a FEI Verios FESEM system with a 2-keV electron beam operating in immersion mode. TEM examination used two JEOL JEM-2100F instruments operating at 200 keV. Conventional TEM, selected-area electron diffraction (SAED), nanobeam electron diffraction (NBED), and high-resolution imaging were performed on one instrument. The other instrument was used to perform energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) using an Oxford X-MaxN 80T EDXS detector with the instrument operating in the scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) mode, as well as for additional NBED measurements. Preparation of the TEM samples was by the dimpling and ion-polishing method with final thinning performed using a 2-keV Ar beam. In some cases, samples were plasma-cleaned before TEM examination.

The sub-band gap absorption of the Au-hyperdoped samples was quantified by measuring the total hemispherical (both specular and diffused) transmittance (T) and reflectance (R) using a PerkinElmer Lambda 1050 UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer with an integrating sphere detector in the near-infrared wavelengths of interest (λ = 1000 – 1800 nm). The absorbance (A) was then deduced based on A = 1 − T − R. An InGaAs detector was used with a gain of 0.15 and a response time of 0.80 s. For each sample, the values of measured transmittance T and reflectance R were the numerical averages of three separate sets of measurements on different laser-melted regions within one laser spot. A white Spectralon reference block is used for calibration. The errors in the T and R measurements are estimated to be ±0.25% (absolute).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Inhomogeneous Au distribution

In this section, we show characterization results for the 300-keV implants melted with a 0.78 J cm−2 laser fluence to illustrate the typical behavior of Au-hyperdoped Si following PLM. Under these conditions, embryo cellular structures begin to emerge at the surface for Au implant doses as low as 1 × 1015 cm−2, as illustrated in Fig. 1 by SEM. The surface cells then become better defined with increasing Au dose. The general appearance of the cells is consistent with previous reports on transition-metal-hyperdoped Si that had undergone cellular breakdown, in which the surface cell walls are shown to be decorated with segregated or precipitated impurities [18,29,30]. However, as we demonstrate below, this surface cellular structure does not necessarily imply a subsurface...
cellular network for Au in Si. As an example, we show two such cases by examining the subsurface structure by XTEM.

Figure 2(a) shows a TEM image of a cross section of the resolidified layer with a Au implant dose of \(2 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-2}\), illustrating the characteristic featureless microstructure of single-crystalline, defect-free Si. As this sample exhibited surface cells similar to those in Fig. 1, the featureless XTEM clearly indicates that a surface cell structure does not necessarily indicate a subsurface cellular network. Indeed, such surface features are more likely to originate from the very last stages of the resolidification, as we discuss later. In contrast, at the Au implant dose of \(6 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-2}\), shown in Fig. 2(b), the surface cell structures coexist with subsurface dark regions that correspond to higher average mass and extend to the surface. The subsurface dark regions are shown to be Au rich in the subsequent EDS map [Fig. 2(c)]. A comparison between the cross-sectional EDS map of the Au signal (shown in green) and the XTEM image taken from a similar region of the sample (i.e., around a Au-rich filament), as shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), confirms that these inhomogeneous and disconnected regions contain laterally segregated Au. The filaments have a higher but variable Au concentration compared with the surrounding material, in particular the lighter-colored “columns” between filaments. A similar behavior is observed for all implant doses in this study, with the total area of the Au-rich regions increasing as the Au dose increases. We conclude that while the cell walls on the surface have previously been interpreted as laterally segregated components of subsurface vertical cells that extend a few hundred nanometers below the surface, the segregation behavior observed in the XTEM images in Fig. 2 does not support this interpretation in this Au implant dose regime. Despite the inhomogeneous Au distribution, the crystalline Si surrounding the Au-rich regions remains defect free, with no evidence of silicide or precipitate formation in the SAED patterns, as shown in the Supplemental Material (Fig. S1) [31]. Thus, although lateral Au segregation during solidification gives rise to Au-rich filaments, it does not result in Au precipitation in these regions. Rather, the Au concentration in the filaments is less than 10 at. %, as estimated in Sec. 2 of the Supplemental Material [32].

To further investigate the inhomogeneous behavior of Au in the hyperdoped Si layer, we employed RBS/C to quantify the Au distribution normal to the surface and the substitutionality of the inhomogeneous Au. Figures 3(a)–3(c) show the RBS spectra for samples hyperdoped with Au to \(2 \times 10^{15}, 4 \times 10^{15}\), and \(6 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-2}\), respectively, before and after PLM. Before PLM, the as-implanted RBS/C spectra (red squares) show amorphous layers of 250, 280, and 330 nm for the three Au doses, respectively. Within the amorphous layers, the Au distribution is roughly Gaussian while the underlying Si substrate remains single crystalline and Au free.

By examining the random RBS results first, after PLM, the Au distribution profiles (black triangles) are seen to shift toward the surface and a significant fraction of the Au appears to have segregated to the surface. The redistribution of the Au upon solidification can be described by the classical segregation theory, with Au atoms being rejected into the liquid ahead of the solidifying liquid-solid interface because Au is more soluble in the liquid phase than in the solid phase [33]. Simultaneously, the high solidification velocity following PLM, estimated to be \(\sim 7 \text{ m s}^{-1}\) for identical PLM conditions [18], is comparable to the diffusive velocity of Au at the crystal-melt interface and traps a large fraction of the Au in the solidified Si lattice [8,33]. As a result, a supersaturated solid solution with Au concentrations that exceed the equilibrium solid solubility limit by orders of magnitude is formed, as has been widely observed previously [26,34]. However, at high Au implant doses, the Au distribution after PLM shows marked differences from that observed for doses at and below \(2 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-2}\), which we discuss below.

In contrast to the sample implanted to \(2 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-2}\) (or below), where a relatively constant Au distribution is contained within the resolidified layer along with a prominent Au surface peak, broadened peaks at depths of \(\sim 110 \text{ nm}\) are observed for samples with higher Au doses (\(4 \times 10^{15}\) and \(6 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-2}\)), as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). In these latter cases, a smaller fraction of the Au is segregated to the surface. These subsurface peaks indicate regions with very high local Au concentration, consistent with the XTEM images in Fig. 2, where inhomogeneous branches of Au-rich regions are only observed for doses above \(2 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-2}\). Quantitative analysis of the RBS spectra using the RUMP software package [35] indicates that the near-constant subsurface Au concentration for the sample implanted to \(2 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-2}\) is \(\sim 0.5 \times 10^{20} \text{ cm}^{-3}\) (0.1 at. %). At the higher doses of \(4 \times 10^{15}\) and \(6 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-2}\), peak Au concentrations of \(\sim 2 \times 10^{20} \text{ cm}^{-3}\) (0.4 at. %) and \(\sim 7 \times 10^{20} \text{ cm}^{-3}\) (1.4 at. %) are obtained. Somewhat surprisingly, the Au concentration at the onset of the Au-rich filamentary behavior agrees with the calculated threshold concentration.
Examining now the RBS/C spectra in Fig. 3 following PLM (blue circles), all three samples exhibit excellent recrystallization as shown by the low Si yield. However, a subsurface disorder peak can be observed at ∼110 nm below the surface, which indicates a small amount of residual disorder within the resolidified lattice. This effect is particularly prominent for the highest dose of 6 × 10^{15} cm^{-2}. It is interesting to note that the depth of this disorder peak corresponds to the depth of the subsurface Au peak for this sample, suggesting that the incorporation of the very highly concentrated Au distorts or disorders the surrounding host Si lattice. Such a behavior might be expected from the considerable difference in atomic radius between Si and Au atoms. The degree of Au substitutionality in the resolidified layer can be approximated by normalizing the random Au signal to the corresponding Si integrated yields, however, somewhat unexpectedly, for samples implanted to 4 × 10^{15} and 6 × 10^{15} cm^{-2}, despite the inhomogeneity in the Au distribution both laterally and in depth, the substitutional fraction below the surface (∼60% and ∼50%, respectively) remains similar to that of the 2 × 10^{15} cm^{-2} case. Furthermore, high-resolution XTEM images, as shown in Figs. S2 and S3, on samples implanted to 6 × 10^{15} and 8 × 10^{15} cm^{-2}, show that the lattice fringes from regions around the Au-rich filaments deviate slightly from those of the surrounding Si lattice [37]. Such features are suggestive of strain, but there are no extended defects emanating from the filamentary regions.

The structural characterization of Au-hyperdoped Si described above reveals an interesting Au segregation regime that leads to filamentary branches of Au-rich regions rather than the subsurface cell structure and precipitation that characterize conventional cellular breakdown [24]. We examine the key differences between these regimes below.

First, we discuss the observation of surface cells at low Au doses in which no subsurface microstructure following PLM is observed. In these cases, the surface cells are clearly not lateral extensions of subsurface vertical cells. Indeed, the lack of contrast in the XTEM images shown in Fig. 2(a) implies a laterally uniform Au distribution subsurface. Thus, we suggest that, during the final stages of solidification, the Au that is segregated to the surface concentrates laterally into Au-rich cells at the surface, possibly aided by a lower melting temperature of Au-rich Si. However, the mechanism for such a process is not understood and further studies are needed.

When the implanted Au dose, and hence the Au concentration, is sufficiently high, subsurface Au-rich filaments emerge in addition to the surface cells. At such Au concentrations, interface instability occurs as a result of the segregated Au fraction at the moving melt-solid interface, as any fluctuations

---

**FIG. 3.** RBS/C spectra for Au-hyperdoped Si implanted at (a) a Au dose of 2 × 10^{15} cm^{-2}, with the Au yield (shown in grey) magnified by a factor of 3 for visual clarity; (b) a Au dose of 4 × 10^{15} cm^{-2}, with the Au yield (shown in grey) magnified by a factor of 2 for visual clarity; and (c) a Au dose of 6 × 10^{15} cm^{-2}. The as-implanted RBS/C spectra are shown as red squares while the random and channeled spectra after PLM (laser fluence 0.78 J cm^{-2}) are shown in black and blue, respectively. We note that a thin layer of native oxide on the surface for all samples gives rise to the labeled oxygen peak.
in the Au concentration along the interface would amplify as a function of time [27]. Yet, the high Au substitutionality and the single-crystalline structure within the observed Au-rich regions suggest that the time available for amplification, i.e., the resolidification time, is too short to allow for the precipitation of a second phase. Instead, an inhomogeneous structure containing a considerable concentration of dissolved Au is formed. This observation further emphasizes that the segregation regime studied here is not steady state and likely occurs at lower Au concentrations than are necessary for conventional cellular breakdown.

The short resolidification time is also consistent with our observation of local lattice distortions around the Au-rich filaments and the lack of extended defects in the resolidified layer. It is significant to highlight crystal twinning during resolidification and surface undulations observed in the sample implanted to $8 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$, where greater interface instability might be anticipated. In fact, twin formation is likely to result from a rough solidification front [38], which is enhanced by Au-induced melting point suppression, consistent with previous observations where nonplanar interfaces and associated twin formation resulted from rapid solidification of implantation-amorphized (111) oriented Si. This is further supported by the fact that such twin formation rarely emanates from the Au-rich filaments.

The interface breakdown dynamics in this transient filamentary regime has been previously discussed by Akey et al. in relation to Co-hyperdoped Si [28]. In both Co- and Au-hyperdoped Si, the impurity-rich regions are formed as a result of constitutional undercooling, as described previously, during which the impurity-rich regions at the solidifying interface stay molten for longer than the surrounding regions. By quantifying the difference in peak Au concentration between the low- and high-dose samples, as measured by RBS, and estimating the volume of the Au-rich filaments, we confirm that the average Au concentration in the filaments is $\sim 3$ at. % [39]. This value is quantitatively consistent with that measured in Co-rich filaments (6 at. %) [28]. We note that the filamentary segregation pattern observed here is analogous to the pattern observed in Co-hyperdoped Si, although the Au-rich regions appear to be more disconnected. Thus, as previously identified [28], we attribute the discontinuous morphology of the impurity-rich regions to a pinch-off mechanism, in which a Rayleigh instability in the molten, impurity-rich regions amplifies by impurity bulk diffusion and results in local breakups in the molten threads of impurity, so as to minimize the interfacial energy [40]. The effect of “pinching” in the Au-rich regions appears to be more pronounced than in the Co-rich material, presumably because of the higher diffusivity of Au in molten Si and the stronger impurity-induced melting point suppression associated with Au in Si [41].

In summary, at the Au concentrations studied in this work, we have uncovered a regime following PLM that is qualitatively different from conventional cellular breakdown. Specifically, we have shown that in this regime (i) a surface cellular structure does not necessarily imply a subsurface cellular network; (ii) the Au distribution becomes laterally inhomogeneous as the Au concentration increases; (iii) the Au-rich filaments consist of around 3 at. % Au dissolved in good-quality, single-crystalline Si; and (iv) these highly concentrated Au regions cause lattice distortion but the Au atoms are mostly substitutional. This high substitutionality of Au inside the Au-rich regions is significant in terms of optical properties since substitutional Au has previously shown to be directly related to enhanced sub-band gap absorption in Au-hyperdoped Si [19]. Hence, it is interesting to study whether the very high substitutional Au fractions we observe in samples that exhibit filamentary behavior translate into high sub-band gap optical absorption, as investigated below.

### B. Near-infrared optical absorption

To study the optical activity of the Au dopants in all samples (at Au concentrations both below and above the inhomogeneous Au distribution regime), we measured the optical absorptance of samples fabricated using different implant energies and/or different laser fluences. Such sets of implant and PLM conditions result in different effective layer thicknesses and degrees of surface segregation (a higher laser fluence results in a longer melt duration and, hence, more segregation towards the surface). Because undoped Si has negligible optical absorptance in the wavelength range being measured here [as shown in Fig. 4(a)], we assume that the Au-free substrate does not contribute to the sub-band gap absorption and that the enhancement in infrared absorption comes from the Au-hyperdoped layer only.

Figure 4(a) shows the absorptance from 1000 to 1800 nm for the Au-hyperdoped samples as well as for the undoped reference samples. Note that the absorptance of the pristine Si sample is the same as that of a Si self-implanted sample that has also resolidified following PLM, confirming that the enhanced absorption does not arise from possible damage from either the implantation or the PLM process, an observation that is consistent with previous reports [10,19]. In Fig. 4(a) the absorptance increases monotonically as the Au dose increases. This trend is consistent with previous observations on lower dose samples which did not show surface cellular structures [19]. However, given that the Au distribution is inhomogeneous for doses above $2 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$, the continually increasing absorptance for such cases is noteworthy. In fact, using the method outlined by Mailoa et al. [19], the average absorption coefficient $a$ for the hyperdoped layer for a $6 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$ sample is estimated to be $5200$ cm$^{-1}$ at 1300 nm, which is more than eight times the best result from the previous study (600 cm$^{-1}$) [19], and more than three times that of the sample doped to $2 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$, which did not show any signs of inhomogeneous subsurface Au distribution (1600 cm$^{-1}$). We also emphasize that, because of the inhomogeneous Au distribution, the Au is mostly concentrated within the top 110 nm of the hyperdoped layer. Hence, the absorption coefficient in these localized regions could be more than a factor of 3 higher than the average over the entire resolidified layer.

We next ask why the inhomogeneous Au distribution does not appear to limit the sub-band gap absorption. In the previous study on Au-hyperdoped Si by Mailoa et al. [19], a kink in spectral response at a photon energy of 0.78 eV ($\lambda = 1590$ nm) was shown to be related to a well-known donor level introduced by substitutional Au at 0.78 eV from the conduction band [43,44]. When the Au concentration is low, the enhanced sub-band absorption can only be detected at
FIG. 4. (a) Sub-Band gap optical absorptance of Au-hyperdoped Si implanted at various energies and at various Au doses. The absorptance of an undoped pristine Si sample, as well as one that is self-implanted with 110-keV Si$^{+}$ ions to $2 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$ (the peak concentration of Si in this sample is comparable with the peak concentration of Au achieved in the hyperdoped samples) then melted under identical laser conditions, are shown as references. Note that the absorptance increases smoothly after $\sim 1600$ nm in the reference samples due to free carrier absorption in $n$-type Si [42].

(b) Absorptance at 1300 nm plotted against substitutional Au dose, obtained from different samples. A line of best fit is shown in green.

Our analysis of the Au-rich regions so far suggests that the inhomogeneous Au is likely to be non-steady state and thus highly metastable. To gain further insight into the thermal stability of Au-hyperdoped Si after the onset of the inhomogeneous behavior, the sample doped to $6 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$ was isochronally annealed at a range of different temperatures for 3 min. Below 400°C, RBS/C data show that both the total Au distribution and the substitutionality of the Au do not change significantly. At annealing temperatures higher than 400°C, however, the Au starts to move off lattice positions into nonsubstitutional sites, as RBS/C reveals very little substitutional Au is left ($\sim 2\%$) after RTA at 750°C for 3 min. Figure 5 shows the RBS/C Au signal taken from both the random and channeled directions, before and after RTA at 750°C, juxtaposed with the corresponding XTEM images.

Along with the decrease in Au substitutionality, XTEM micrographs also indicate extensive Au precipitation during subsequent RTA. As shown in the XTEM image in Fig. 5(a), following PLM, the Au concentration is laterally uniform at depths $>110$ nm from the surface (yellow circles), since no contrast is observed in the XTEM. However, after subsequent RTA, small dark spheres emerge in this region and extend roughly to the maximum melt depth, which defines the extent of Au supersaturation. Additionally, at depths $<110$ nm from the surface (red circles), the Au that originally segregated into inhomogeneous Au-rich regions after PLM appears to have evolved into well-defined spherical precipitates. Although we show only one annealing temperature in Fig. 5, we have examined the XTEM micrographs and Au profiles of various samples after annealing at different temperatures, and the general behavior is similar to that in Fig. 5(b). However, it was found that more precipitates accumulated at the surface as the annealing temperature is increased. In addition, Ostwald ripening, driven by surface energy considerations, becomes evident to a small degree as the annealing temperature is
increased, resulting in the growth of larger precipitates at the expense of the smaller ones, and a slight broadening of the Au profile, as shown in Fig. 5(b) [45]. Finally, there is a strong correlation between the loss of Au substitutionality, as measured by RBS/C, and the emergence and growth of the precipitates.

Further characterization of the dark spherical precipitates was performed by high-resolution XTEM (HRTEM) to elucidate their nature. Figure 6(a) shows that, due to the presence of Moiré fringes, the lattice planes within the precipitates do not all align perfectly with the surrounding single-crystalline Si, or with each other. SAED on such regions, shown in Fig. 6(b), reveals additional diffraction spots, marked by red circles, that do not correspond with diamond-cubic Si and suggests the formation of another—possibly metastable Au silicide—phase. We conclude that the Au-rich filaments observed in the hyperdoped layers following PLM readily evolve into well-defined precipitates upon subsequent thermal annealing, which are hypothesized to be Au silicide. We also note that the precipitated phase could not be unambiguously identified from the position and spacing of diffraction spots. Because the annealing temperatures (>450°C) are higher than the Au-Si eutectic temperature of 363°C, we expect the Au-rich filaments to have melted during annealing, giving rise to the round, randomly oriented precipitates on cooling [46]. It is interesting to note that a similar phase has been previously observed on Au-supersaturated Si formed by furnace annealing (at much lower Au concentrations), where spherical, orthorhombic Au silicide forms upon subsequent thermal relaxation [47].

Accompanying the Au precipitation and the concomitant decrease in substitutionality, we would expect the sub-band gap optical absorptance to also decrease with increasing annealing temperature. This is confirmed by optical absorption measurements on PLM samples subsequently annealed by RTA at different temperatures, as shown in Fig. 7(a). In light of the sub-band gap absorption mechanism described in the previous section, this reduction in absorptance can be attributed to the decrease in substitutional Au dose. After being annealed at 750°C for 10 min, the sub-band gap absorptance does not diminish completely even though the substitutional Au solubility is effectively zero in the resolidified layer (as measured by RBS/C). This behavior is not unexpected since, during RTA, there is sufficient time for Au to diffuse throughout the wafer, a process consistent with that commonly observed during furnace heat treatments of Si containing a high Au content [17,48]. In particular, during annealing, substitutional Au diffuses through the wafer at a concentration equal to the equilibrium solubility limit at the respective annealing temperature, and excess Au above this limit is gettered to, and precipitates at, suitable (defect) sites, or at the wafer surfaces [46]. If the Au optical activity is controlled by the amount of substitutional Au in the wafer, we would expect the absorption after RTA to reflect the substitutional Au content throughout the wafer. Note that the equilibrium solid solubility limit of substitutional Au in Si is ~1 x 10^14 cm^-3 at 750°C [49], and, given that the sample was reasonably rapidly quenched within a minute to close to room temperature following RTA, the Au solubility may be closer to this value than the equilibrium solubility limit at room temperature of ~1 x 10^9 cm^-3 [50]. In terms of the measured optical absorbance, the absorbing layer thickness is now the thickness of the entire wafer (~500 μm), and hence the Au substitutional content within this thickness will be approaching 5 x 10^12 cm^-2, as we discuss later in relation to Fig. 7(b). In addition, we note that Fig. 7(a) shows an apparent
FIG. 7. (a) Sub-Band gap absorptance of the sample implanted to $6 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$ following PLM, and the same sample after RTA at different temperatures. (b) Absorptance of the RTA samples at 1300 nm as a function of substitutional Au dose (measured by RBS/C), and of a reference sample (labeled with a green star), which was implanted with Au to $2 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$ then recrystallized by RTA at 750°C for 3 min. A linear regression fit is also shown. The justification for the size of the error bars is given in Sec. 4 of the Supplemental Material [51].

Figure 7(b) shows the sub-band gap absorptance measured at 1300 nm as a function of the measured substitutional Au dose, obtained after RTA annealing at various temperatures for the sample implanted to $6 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$. The linear dependence of sub-band gap absorptance on the substitutional dose is illustrated by a linear fit. We note that the fit shown here does not pass through the origin, implying that an $\sim 1.8\%$ absorptance is expected when the measured substitutional dose is zero as determined by RBS/C. As indicated earlier, we believe this peculiarity arises from the fact that, following RTA, substitutional Au is distributed throughout the entire wafer at a concentration close to the solubility limit associated with the annealing temperature. However, this Au concentration or amount is below the detection limit of RBS/C and, since it is spread throughout the wafer, the sub-band gap absorption coefficient $\alpha$ is expected to be very low. On the other hand, since the absorbing layer thickness $t$ is now more than 1000 times thicker than the original hyperdoped layer ($\sim 500 \mu$m compared with 310 nm), even at such a low Au concentration ($\sim 1 \times 10^{14}$ cm$^{-3}$ at 750°C [49]), the absorption level $A (A \propto \alpha t)$ is expected to be small but measureable. To confirm this explanation, we fabricated a sample that was implanted with Au at $2 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$ under identical conditions but was recrystallized directly by RTA at 750°C for 10 min instead of by PLM. In this case, RBS/C showed that almost all of the Au is segregated to the surface during solid-phase epitaxy and no substitutionality was measured (again since the soluble Au distributed through the wafer was below the noise floor of RBS) [52]. As indicated earlier, the equilibrium solubility limit at 750°C would provide an upper limit of the Au substitutional dose of $\sim 5 \times 10^{12}$ cm$^{-2}$. This RTA annealed sample exhibited 1.7% absorptance at 1300 nm and is plotted as a green star in Fig. 7(b), which is consistent with the fully thermally deactivated samples. Based on this measured absorptance, the absorption coefficient (at 1300 nm) of all samples following RTA at 750°C for 3 min is calculated to be $\leq 0.3$ cm$^{-1}$.

Finally, the behavior of the inhomogeneous Au-rich regions after subsequent thermal treatment clearly illustrates their metastability. In particular, the decrease of sub-band gap absorptance with the loss in Au substitutionality highlights the fact that the highly inhomogeneous Au-rich regions contribute strongly to the sub-band gap absorption. These optical absorptance results further reinforce the fact that the inhomogeneous Au-rich filamentary regime investigated in this work is structurally and optically different from conventional, steady-state cellular breakdown, in which Au precipitation and a defective subsurface cellular microstructure are expected to compromise the optical properties of the material.
IV. CONCLUSION

By studying the structure and composition of Au-hyperdoped Si following PLM, we demonstrate an intriguing solidification regime characterized by Au-rich filaments that is fundamentally different from conventional cellular breakdown. Specifically, we show that the Au distribution becomes laterally inhomogeneous when the Au concentration is critically high, but the Au-rich regions continue to exhibit a high degree of Au substitutional activity and, correspondingly, high sub-band gap optical activity. In particular, the sub-band gap photoreponse increases with increasing substitutional Au dose regardless of the homogeneity of the Au distribution. This regime of highly concentrated substitutional Au is metastable and precipitates readily during subsequent RTA. In light of these findings, further enhancement in the sub-band gap absorption of Au-hyperdoped Si can be expected if this filamentary regime is fully exploited by optimizing the implantation and PLM conditions. However, the implication of such enhanced infrared absorption for photodetector device performance remains to be addressed. In addition, we anticipate that this regime of inhomogeneous impurity distribution, which is associated with high impurity substitutionalinity and occurs at lower Au concentrations than that required for conventional, steady-state cellular breakdown, may also be observed in Si hyperdoped with other transition metals. Such behaviors may open the possibility of achieving efficient sub-band gap photoreponse in a broad range of transition-metal-hyperdoped-Si systems.
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